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ABSTRACT

Transport inequality analyses are often informed by accessibility estimates based solely on travel time imped-
ance, ignoring other elements that might hinder access to activities, such as the monetary cost of a trip. This
paper examines how and to what extent simultaneously incorporating both time and monetary costs into
accessibility measures may impact transport inequality assessment. We calculate job accessibility by transit in the
city of Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, using cumulative opportunity measures under distinct combinations of temporal
and monetary thresholds, and compare how inequality levels vary across different scenarios. We find that the
most common research practice of disregarding monetary costs tends to overestimate accessibility levels.
However, stricter monetary constraints do not necessarily result in more unequal scenarios. How accessibility
inequality is affected by monetary costs is highly dependent on what combinations of temporal and monetary
cut-offs are considered in the analysis. In the case of Rio, opting for lower monetary thresholds when looking at
shorter trips leads to inequality levels lower than those found in the no monetary threshold scenario, but results
in higher inequality levels when allowing for longer trips. We find that the impact of monetary costs on transport
inequality estimates depend on a complex interaction between fare policies, the spatial organization and oper-
ational characteristics of transit systems, and the spatial co-distribution of opportunities and residential loca-
tions. The paper thus highlights that conclusions and policy recommendations derived from transport inequality
analyses can be affected in non-intuitive ways by the interplay between temporal and monetary constraints.
Future research should investigate how different combinations of travel time and monetary costs thresholds
affect inequality estimates in different contexts.

1. Introduction

Accessibility has been increasingly considered as a key transport policy goal in recent years. The understanding that higher accessibility levels indicates higher potential for personal fulfillment and satisfaction (Martens, 2012) and that transport policies should consider minimum accessibility standards for key destinations and reduce inequalities of opportunities (Pereira et al., 2017) leads researchers and decision-makers to investigate how such policies affect different regions and social groups (Lucas et al., 2016). Most studies measure accessibility considering solely travel time impedance, ignoring other elements that might hinder access to activities, such as monetary costs (Bocarejo et al., 2014; El-Geneidy et al., 2016; Venter, 2016). These costs are especially relevant to transit-related analyses, since the price of a transit trip might vary according to factors such as route, travel mode and service operator, and therefore is not linearly correlated to travel time (Venter, 2016).

Monetary costs are gradually receiving more attention in the accessibility literature (e.g. Guzman and Oviedo, 2018; Liu and Kwan, 2020; Oviedo et al., 2019). However, there is still little understanding about whether incorporating monetary costs into accessibility measurements can affect the conclusions and policy recommendations derived from transport inequality analyses. Looking at employment accessibility by transit in the city of Rio de Janeiro, Brazil, this paper examines how and to what extent simultaneously incorporating travel time and monetary costs into accessibility estimates may impact transport inequality assessments, and how these results compare to those found when following the usual practice of overlooking monetary costs. Rio has recently received growing attention by researchers investigating accessibility and equity issues (e.g. Barboza et al., 2021; Carneiro et al., 2019;
thresholds to comprehend how accessibility estimates are affected by were conducted considering different combinations of time and cost monetary costs in accessibility analyses, no previous study has investi these contexts than in the Global North. Despite growing attention to values both for travel time and monetary cost simultaneously. Analyses were calculated with a cumulative opportunity measure using threshold monetary costs and its constraint effects. In this study accessibility levels were estimated VOT often raises equity issues (Martens and Di Ciommo, 2017) and used for their relative ease of operationalization, but regarded as less theoretically sound than some of their counterparts, like person- and utility-based measures (Geurs and van Wee, 2004).

A few recent studies that use location-based measures have taken the monetary costs into account. Most of these look at how such costs should be considered when assessing accessibility and inequalities levels (Bittencourt and Giannotti, 2021; Bocarejo et al., 2014; Bocarejo and Oviedo, 2012; El-Geneidy et al., 2016; Guzman et al., 2017; Guzman and Oviedo, 2018; Liu and Kwan, 2020; Ma et al., 2017; Oviedo et al., 2019; Rodriguez et al., 2017; Van Dijk et al., 2015; Venter, 2016). Others analyze the interaction between accessibility and subjective well-being (Lionjanga and Venter, 2018) and propose a transit path finding method that accounts for monetary constraints (Conway and Stewart, 2019). Most of these studies focus on cities of the Global South, especially in South America and South Africa, perhaps because transport affordability is a more salient issue in the transport equity debate in these contexts than in the Global North. Despite growing attention to monetary costs in accessibility analyses, previous study has investigated how ignoring monetary cost impedance in accessibility measures, particularly in location-based measures, might systematically skew the results of transport inequality analyses. In other words, no study has yet examined how the usual practice of overlooking monetary costs might render unreal accessibility estimates and, consequently, inequality levels. This paper aims to fill this gap.

Two different methodological approaches are found in the literature when incorporating monetary costs into accessibility measures. Most studies use a generalized cost function, in which a monetary value is assigned to time in order to aggregate time and money into a single total cost. This value of time (VOT) is either set as fixed for the entire study (since routes and modes can also be described by the costs associated with them), two of the theoretical criteria that accessibility measures should strive to follow, as suggested by Geurs and van Wee (2004). This is especially relevant to location-based measures, widely used for their relative ease of operationalization, but regarded as less theoretically sound than some of their counterparts, like person- and utility-based measures (Geurs and van Wee, 2004).

With more than 6 million inhabitants, Rio de Janeiro is the second most populous city in Brazil and one of the largest cities in Latin America. Though one of the richest cities in the country (IBGE, 2020), it’s also one of the most unequal - both in terms of income distribution¹ and in terms of access to opportunities (Pereira et al., 2019b). The latter is a result of both the spatial distribution of population and employment in the city and the uneven provision of transit infrastructure across its territory.

Population densities in the city tend to increase along a west to east gradient (Fig. 1a), with wealthier citizens living in the southern and southeastern regions, as opposed to the poorer citizens, who reside in the northern and northwestern areas (Fig. 1b). At the same time, formal jobs concentrate in the CBD, at the eastern end of the city (Fig. 1c).

Transit infrastructure in Rio is distributed in a particular way so each medium- and high-capacity transit corridor serves a specific city region, with some overlaps (Fig. 2). The subway system runs through the southeastern and the northeastern areas, directly benefiting the upper and middle classes. The rail system runs through the northern and northwestern regions, linking Rio to some of the cities that comprise its Metropolitan Region, and serves the middle and lower classes while also allowing transfers to the subway system at several stations. The BRT system cuts the city diagonally from the southwestern to the northeastern area, which connects to the subway and to the rail system at specific stations. Although reasonably well-distributed, these medium- and high-capacity modes carry only 38% of the daily transit passengers: 18% use the subway, 12% the rail and 8% the BRT (Instituto Pereira Passos, 2021).

The city also counts on a few other transit services: a small light-rail system (VLT) in the city center; a ferry system connecting Rio to the northeastern-most islands and other cities; municipal vans and inter-municipal buses systems, spread throughout the city (not shown on the map); and a widely used municipal bus system.

Bus trips account for 60% of the daily transit passengers in Rio.

¹ In 2010, the Gini of income inequality in Rio was 0.639 and the city ranked as the fourth most unequal Brazilian capital (DATASUS, n.d.). More info at http://tabel.datasus.gov.br/cgi/db2011/b09.htm (in portuguese). Income inequality in Rio was comparable to other major cities such as Cape Town, Bogotá or Lagos (Gini between 0.61 and 0.67) and higher than in cities like Santiago, Mexico City, Nairobi and Hong Kong (Gini between 0.53 and 0.55) (UN-HABITAT, 2010).
A dense municipal bus network is distributed all around the city, making such buses the only alternative to low-income transit users who live far from the medium- and high-capacity transit corridors. Instead of working in conjunction for a better experience for the users, the buses and the higher capacity modes actually compete for passengers. This is due to the institutional arrangement of the transit system in Rio.

The responsibility for the transit system in Rio lies both with the municipal and state governments. Each entity is responsible for a different set of modes, which they concede the operation and management of to private companies. The municipal government is responsible for the municipal buses, the municipal vans, the VLT and the BRT. The state government, for the subway, the rail, the ferry and the inter-municipal buses. There is, however, little articulation between both government spheres, resulting in a poor experience for the transit user.

Perhaps the main effect of such lack of articulation is the high price paid by the users when making trips that rely on transfers between modes under municipal and state responsibility. Transit users can use the Riocard Mais, a widely available smartcard, to enjoy fare discounts when making two consecutive trips that meet certain criteria. When making transfers between municipal modes, the rule is roughly “two trips by the price of one” (i.e. the second trip is either free of charge or very cheap). Some of the transfers between municipal and state modes and between state modes only, on the other hand, are not covered by the Riocard Mais rules, and those who are require a much larger payment on the second trip than in the municipal modes-only case. Table 1 presents the fare of each mode considered in this paper’s analyses, as well as the integration costs between consecutive trips:

Thus, the buses are not only more widely distributed throughout the city than the higher capacity modes, but they are also cheaper - especially when taking transfers into account. This, when coupled with the fact that several bus routes run along the subway and rail corridors, results in the modal split shown before: many transit users opt for bus trips because, even though they are slower, they cost less. Higher capacity modes, therefore, despite running on some of the poorest regions of the city (especially the rail), are less frequently used than the buses by low-income people as a result of the fare policy.

Combining the spatial configuration, operational characteristics and fare structure of Rio’s transit system with the spatial distribution of socioeconomic groups and employment opportunities gives rise to marked transport and accessibility inequalities in the city. Large contingents of low-income neighborhoods located far from the CBD historically face poor employment accessibility conditions (do Lago, 2015). Medium- and high-capacity transit corridors could attenuate this issue, but neither they are widely used by the population nor they change the fact that the city’s poorest inhabitants have the lowest accessibility levels due to the sheer amount of distance they have to cover to reach

---

**Table 1**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mode</th>
<th>Single mode</th>
<th>Trip integration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fare (R$)</td>
<td>Fare (R$)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Light-rail (VLT)</td>
<td>3.80</td>
<td>VLT + VLT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Municipal bus</td>
<td>4.05</td>
<td>Municipal bus + municipal bus</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>BRT</td>
<td>4.05</td>
<td>Municipal bus + BRT</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Rail</td>
<td>4.70</td>
<td>BRT + Subway</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subway</td>
<td>5.00</td>
<td>Rail + Subway</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ferry</td>
<td>6.30</td>
<td>Bus/BRT + Rail (no discounts)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Bus + Subway (no discounts)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

---

*a The values of Table 1 were taken from Riocard Mais’ website in December 2020. Please refer to the website for the up-to-date full set of fares: https://www.cartoriocard.com.br/rcc/institucional/tarifas.

*b As of December 2020, R$ 1000.00 (brazilian reais) was equivalent to approximately USD 192.52.
employment centers (Carneiro et al., 2019). Recent transport investments related to the 2014 World Cup and the 2016 Olympic Games were publicized as beneficial to low-income groups, but they have actually increased the accessibility gap between the richest and the poorest (Pereira et al., 2019a).

Previous studies on transport accessibility in the city, however, have overlooked the role of monetary costs in their accessibility estimates (e.g. Bittencourt et al., 2020; Carneiro et al., 2019; Pereira, 2019). This is particularly troubling in Rio, where factors linked to poverty, such as the employment status, are highly correlated with immobility (Motte-Baumvol and Naast, 2012), and where transit affordability is one of the main topics in the political agenda (ITDP Brasil, 2020). How this fare structure affects accessibility and inequality analyses is a question that remains unanswered, and which we address in the following sections.

4. Data and methods

4.1. Data

The datasets used in this paper come from several different sources. Population and socioeconomic data come from the 2010 Brazilian Census, and employment data comes from the 2017 Annual Social Information Relation (RAIS). Both data sets are spatially aggregated and made publicly available by the Access to Opportunities Project (Pereira et al., 2019b). The data were aggregated using a hexagonal grid based on Uber’s H3 index (Brodsky, 2018) at resolution 8, where each cell has a 922-m diagonal, and the city is covered by a total of 1728 hexagons.

Road network and pedestrian infrastructure data were extracted from OpenStreetMap in April 2020. Transit data was provided by Metrorio and SuperVia in the General Transit Feed Specification (GTFS) format and represent a typical day of operations in November 2018.

Fares were calculated according to the values and rules specified in RioCard Mais (2020). Intermunicipal buses were removed from the GTFS datasets, as many of them did not have their fares correct and manual corrections were not possible. These buses are usually more expensive than the other available modes in the city, so removing them from the GTFS probably leads to smaller accessibility levels at higher monetary cost thresholds. These routes, however, serve mainly the passengers of this study and to promote similar research in different settings.

A cumulative opportunities measure taking both travel time and monetary cost impedance into account was used to estimate accessibility levels throughout the city. This measure has been chosen due to its ease of operationalization, communication and interpretation. It has limitations, however, such as not taking competition effects into account and overlooking individuals’ characteristics, like gender and income levels (Geurs and van Wee, 2004; Martens and Golub, 2012). Additionally, cumulative opportunities measures require arbitrarily set cost thresholds, ignoring all activities outside this limit and assuming that all opportunities within it are equally reachable and desirable (Geurs and van Wee, 2004). In order to overcome this issue, various travel time and monetary cost thresholds values were picked from two distinct datasets. Travel time values range from 1 to 90 min every 1 min (i.e. 1, 2, 3 … 88, 89, 90), while monetary cost values range from R$ 0 to R$ 15 every R$ 0.05 (i.e. R$ 0, 0.05, 0.10 … 14.90, 14.95, 15). Accessibility levels were then estimated using every possible combination of threshold values from these distributions.

Nonetheless, only a handful of thresholds’ combinations are highlighted in the results. We chose to highlight the travel time thresholds of 30, 60 and 90 min to demonstrate the impacts of monetary constraints on the accessibility and inequality levels on progressively longer trips. Still, it’s worth noting that the average commute time by transit in Rio is 57 min and that more than 17% of transit trips in the city were longer than 90 min, as per the latest travel survey conducted in the city (Central, 2016).

Monetary costs thresholds, on the other hand, were picked according to Riocard Mais fare rules to emphasize the role that Rio’s fare policy and specific modes play on improving the accessibility conditions of different socioeconomic groups:

- R$ 0.00 - only walking trips;
- R$ 4.05 - all above and either a single bus, two consecutive buses or consecutive bus and BRT trips;
- R$ 4.70 - all above and rail trips;
- R$ 5.00 - all above and subway trips;
- R$ 7.10 - all above and consecutive bus and subway trips;
- R$ 8.75 - all above and consecutive bus/BRT and rail trips;
- infinite (no cost limit) - all transport modes available.

While the threshold-combination strategy helps mitigating the boundary effect of the modifiable temporal unit problem (MTUP), related to the arbitrary selection of cost thresholds, our analyses are still susceptible to MTUP’s segmentation and aggregation effects (Pereira, 2019). Temporal aggregation refers to the process of grouping accessibility estimates over a time window and averaging them through a summarizing statistic, usually the median or the mean, to take into account the compound effects of the mismatch between users’ departure times and routes’ arrival times at transit stops. Temporal segmentation, on the other hand, refers to selecting this time window’s starting point.

In this study, departure times were equally distributed every 15 min along a 2-h time window between 7 and 9 am, thus representing a typical weekday during the morning peak. A recent study has shown that cumulative opportunities measures are particularly susceptible to statistical biases related to harmonic error effects, when the selected temporal resolution interacts with the frequency of the transit routes (Stepniak et al., 2019). This study, however, also shows that the outcome of inequality assessments based on estimates at our chosen temporal resolution for the morning peak time window does not vary significantly. Also, this issue is more salient when the transit routes reliably operate on fixed schedules, which is not the case of Rio’s transit system. Hence, we consider this measure suitable for the goal of demonstrating and communicating the impact of monetary costs on transport inequality analyses in a methodologically robust setting. MTUP’s segmentation effect has not been addressed, since looking at a single time window suffices for the demonstration purposes of this research. Accessibility levels were then calculated as the median number of jobs reachable across such time window, as described in Eqs. 1 to 3.

\[
A_i = \text{median}_{c,k} \left( \sum_{r=1}^{n} W_i \times \max_{t,k} \left( f(t_{ijk}) \times g(c_{ijk}) \right) \right) \tag{1}
\]

\[
f(t_{ijk}) = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{if } t_{ijk} \leq T \\
0 & \text{if } t_{ijk} > T
\end{cases} \tag{2}
\]

\[
g(c_{ijk}) = \begin{cases} 
1 & \text{if } c_{ijk} \leq C \\
0 & \text{if } c_{ijk} > C
\end{cases} \tag{3}
\]

where \(A_i\) is the median transit accessibility to jobs at origin \(i\) across all...
In this study we calculate accessibility inequalities using the Palma Ratio. This measure was originally developed by Palma (2011) to investigate income inequalities by dividing the share of national income owned by the richest 10% by the share owned by the poorest 40%. In the transport equity literature, the measure has been adapted as the ratio between the average accessibility experienced by the richest 10% population over the experienced by the poorest 40% population (e.g. Guzman and Oviedo, 2018; Pereira et al., 2019b), as outlined in Eq. 4.

\[
P = \frac{\bar{A}_{10}}{\bar{A}_{40}}
\]

where \( P \) is the Palma Ratio of the accessibility distribution, \( \bar{A}_{10} \) is the richest 10%’s mean accessibility and \( \bar{A}_{40} \) is the poorest 40%’s mean accessibility.

To calculate the Palma Ratio, we classified each grid cell by income decile considering the size of its population and their average income. Therefore, each decile has the same population size but is composed of a different number of grid cells - while the richest 10% inhabitants are eligible to enjoy the fare discounts made available by the Riocard Mais smartcard (Riocard Mais, 2020).

In this study we look at how transit fares can affect accessibility estimates without considering how affordable these services are to the population. This is done so as a first exercise to tease out the sole effect of monetary cost thresholds. It is likely that accessibility inequality levels would be higher if transit fares were considered vis-a-vis the population’s income distribution, but we leave this analysis to receive careful attention in a future study.

4.3. Inequality assessment

In this study we calculate accessibility inequalities using the Palma Ratio. This measure was originally developed by Palma (2011) to investigate income inequalities by dividing the share of national income owned by the richest 10% by the share owned by the poorest 40%. In the transport equity literature, the measure has been adapted as the ratio between the average accessibility experienced by the richest 10% population over the experienced by the poorest 40% population (e.g. Guzman and Oviedo, 2018; Pereira et al., 2019b), as outlined in Eq. 4.

\[
P = \frac{\bar{A}_{10}}{\bar{A}_{40}}
\]

where \( P \) is the Palma Ratio of the accessibility distribution, \( \bar{A}_{10} \) is the richest 10%’s mean accessibility and \( \bar{A}_{40} \) is the poorest 40%’s mean accessibility.

To calculate the Palma Ratio, we classified each grid cell by income decile considering the size of its population and their average income. Therefore, each decile has the same population size but is composed of a different number of grid cells - while the richest 10% inhabitants are concentrated on 99 cells, the poorest 40% inhabitants are distributed among 622 cells across the city.

We have chosen to use the Palma Ratio because of its advantages over other inequality indices, such as the Gini or Theil index. Compared to other measures, the Palma Ratio is easier to communicate and interpret (Guzman and Oviedo, 2018), as it plainly shows how much higher accessibility is for the wealthiest than for the poorest. It also reflects more clearly how accessibility inequality is affected by changes in the accessibility levels experienced by the most well-off and the most disadvantaged populations. In contrast, the Gini Index considers how the distribution of accessibility across individuals deviates from hypothetical total equality, but it says nothing about the socioeconomic conditions of those who possess the highest or lowest accessibility levels.

A new transport policy that improves the accessibility levels of high-income citizens living in low accessibility areas would reduce overall inequality as captured by the Gini Index, even if no vulnerable populations reaped any benefits from that policy. Hardly this is an equitable outcome.

The Palma Ratio can be questioned for using arbitrary cut-off points (i.e. the richest 10% and the poorest 40%). To address this issue we ran a robustness analysis, recalculating the inequality estimates of this study using the between-groups inequality captured by the Theil Index. These estimates are not presented in the results section for the sake of brevity, but the conclusion of the study holds when using the Theil Index to measure accessibility inequalities.

5. Results and discussion

Fig. 3 presents the spatial distribution of median job accessibility in the city of Rio de Janeiro when taking into account distinct monetary cost and travel time thresholds. Differences across maps on the same horizontal row highlight the effects of relaxing the travel time threshold on the accessibility levels. Meanwhile, differences across maps on the same vertical column highlight the effects of relaxing the monetary cost threshold on accessibility.

As expected, accessibility levels become higher with higher time and cost thresholds. Looking specifically at the monetary cost limits, one can see that increasing a passengers’ transport budget allows her/him to benefit from more options of transit modes, and integrations between them, to enjoy higher accessibility.

The accessibility estimates with the R$ 0.00 threshold reflect the walk accessibility, as there are no free transit modes in the city, which increases in a quasi-linear fashion from the CBD outwards. With a R$ 4.05 budget, the user is allowed to make either bus-only (with up to two distinct buses), BRT-only or bus and BRT trips. Bus routes and stops are relatively well distributed across the city, but their low operational speeds hinder large gains in accessibility, particularly in the city’s periphery. The BRT services can deliver larger accessibility gains in part because of its higher speeds, but the BRT network has fewer and more sparse stops compared to regular buses (requiring a greater amount of time spent on access and egress to/from stations), so the accessibility benefits reaped from using this mode only become more apparent over longer time thresholds. Rail routes extending from the CBD to some of the poorest regions of the city come into play at a R$ 4.70 cost, more perceptibly at higher travel time thresholds due to the large distances that need to be covered to reach the city center. The effects of the subway on accessibility only become noticeable at the R$ 5.00 threshold. These effects are more pronounced on shorter trips than the aforementioned modes’ effects, particularly on the southeastern end of the city, whereas at higher travel time thresholds the accessibility gains occur around the northern extension of the subway corridor.

The impacts of considering transfers between distinct modes are visible at higher monetary cost thresholds. Transit users can enjoy the subway to BRT (and vice-versa) transfer with R$ 7.10, increasing the accessibility of areas close to these modes’ corridors, most notably the BRT surroundings around the geographic center and at the southern end of the city. The combined effects of allowing transfers between the rail (with high operational speed) and regular buses (with higher spatial network connectivity) are shown at the R$ 8.75 threshold, in which many places throughout the city face accessibility gains, but those are higher around rail stations. Ignoring monetary constraints altogether (the equivalent to setting an infinitely high monetary threshold) leads to even higher accessibility estimates around some transit corridors.

While relaxing either one of the monetary or temporal thresholds leads to higher accessibility levels, each category of threshold affects these levels in different ways. Increasing the travel time thresholds (comparing the maps from left to right) allows for longer trips, but it...
Fig. 3. Spatial distribution of median job accessibility by transit between 7 am and 9 am when taking into account different travel time and monetary cost thresholds. Rio de Janeiro, 2018.
does not change the modes that can be used to complete such trips. Visually, this results in accessibility hotspots that get gradually larger the higher the travel time, but are still restricted by the “frontiers” of each available mode. Comparing Fig. 3A and B we see that increasing the travel time cutoff from 60 to 90 min while keeping the R$ 4.70 threshold constant results in higher accessibility around the rail and BRT corridors, but not around the subway (which costs R$ 5.00). On the other hand, increasing the monetary cost threshold from R$ 4.70 to R$ 5.00 while keeping the 90 min threshold constant (comparing Fig. 3B and C) abruptly increases the accessibility levels in the surroundings of the subway corridor, but does not change the accessibility in the rest of the city. This is because relaxing monetary restrictions enables modes that were previously unavailable due to their costs. Visually, this results in the sudden appearance of accessibility hotspots around the corridors of such modes - which can be completely unrelated to the previously existing hotspots.

Thus, simultaneously taking both temporal and monetary thresholds into account affects how accessibility is distributed between different socioeconomic groups. Although at first glance the figures seem to indicate that the impact of incorporating monetary costs into accessibility measures is smaller under low travel time thresholds, the effects of such incorporation on the inequality levels suggest otherwise. Fig. 4 presents how the magnitude of accessibility inequality between wealthy and poor neighborhoods in Rio vary when considering different travel time and monetary costs constraints.

The monetary threshold considered in the accessibility estimates strongly impacts the Palma Ratio under every single travel time threshold. Throughout the whole monetary spectrum the inequality tends to be higher at shorter temporal thresholds, as one would expect, because Rio’s wealthier neighborhoods tend to be closer to the city’s main employment hubs. Curiously, however, with the 30 and 60 min travel time thresholds the inequality levels when considering trips more expensive than R$ 5.00 are higher than when considering walking-only trips, but the same is not true with the 90 min threshold. This means that the effect of trip monetary costs on accessibility inequalities can be either positive or negative depending on the temporal threshold considered. A closer look at the figure might help us better comprehend how the interplay between temporal and monetary constraints affects inequality levels.

All curves are flat from R$ 0.00 to R$ 4.05 (label 1 in the figure), the value from which the transit system configuration begins to influence inequality levels. At such a value, with which bus and BRT trips become affordable, the 30-min threshold curve faces a small Palma Ratio increase (2). The distance covered by these modes in such a small amount of time is not enough to substantially increase the number of jobs reachable by the city’s poorest inhabitants, but it does boost some of its richest citizens’ accessibility levels, as they have to travel smaller distances to reach employment clusters. At R$ 4.70, when rail trips become affordable, the same temporal threshold curve faces a significant drop (3), only to rise higher than before at R$ 5.00 (4), when the possibility of using the subway comes into play, and to flatten from this value onwards. Rail corridors run through some of the poorest areas of the city and are completely absent from the richest neighborhoods, therefore contributing to a more equitable transit. The subway, on the other hand, serves some of the city’s richest regions, connecting them to the CBD and other employment hubs. These regions benefit hugely from the subway’s high operational speeds, which allow its users to reach many opportunities even when considering travel times as short as 30 min. Trips that require a travel budget higher than R$ 5.00 to be completed inevitably contain a transfer between distinct modes in their composition and can hardly be completed within 30 min due to additional waiting, access and egress time, thus not affecting the inequality levels at this temporal threshold. Though cheaper than buses, the effects of the VLT on inequality levels as measured with the Palma Ratio cannot be seen due to its limited spatial coverage.

The 90-min threshold curve pictures a distinct scenario. The Palma Ratio curve also rises at R$ 4.05 (5) and dips at R$ 4.70 (6), highlighting the importance of the rail for low-income communities who live very far from the city center. In contrast with the 30-min curve, however, the inequality growth at R$ 5.00 leads to inequality levels lower than those that result from allowing only trips cheaper than R$ 4.70 (7). This is a sign that the individuals who live in centrally located rich regions gradually “exhaust” the benefits from using the subway alone, so the subway-induced inequality growth decreases with time. Still, considering the trips that include transfers between the subway and the BRT (which cost R$ 7.10) mainly improves the accessibility conditions of the well-off population who either live next to BRT corridors close to subway stations or can reach many opportunities with short BRT trips after a subway ride (8). The poor population at the far west of Rio, despite being served by the BRT system, live so far from the city center that even a 90-min trip may not be enough to reach big employment centers. These individuals take more advantage of trips that include transfers between the municipal buses and the rail, at a R$ 8.75 fare, which allows for faster access and egress to/from rail stations, consequently increasing their access to many job opportunities and reducing inequality levels as estimated with the Palma Ratio (9). Relaxing monetary constraints beyond R$ 9.00 stabilizes inequality estimates.

The detailed inspection of the 30- and the 90-min threshold curves makes it evident that monetary costs influence the outcomes of transport inequality analyses. No matter the chosen travel time threshold, be it relatively low or quite high, imposing monetary constraints when measuring accessibility significantly changes the observed inequality levels. How these levels are affected is largely influenced by the interplay of monetary and temporal constraints, though. In the case of Rio, for example, taking subway trips into account (at R$ 5.00) leads to much greater inequality levels increases in the 30-min threshold case than in
the 90-min case. Accounting for rail trips (at R$ 4.70), on the other hand, reduces the inequality to greater extents in the 90-min threshold case, rather than in the 30-min case.

Fig. 5 offers a different take on visualizing the effects of monetary and temporal restrictions on accessibility inequality. In contrast to the last figure, it shows how inequality levels within a given monetary threshold fluctuate along different travel time cut-offs. This chart helps us understand the impact of specific modes on inequality levels, and how they change over time, allowing for more thoughtful diagnosis on the role of each transport mode in shaping current accessibility conditions.

The R$ 0.00 threshold curve represents the baseline scenario, in which no transport service is taken into account and the accessibility inequality is a result of the spatial mismatch between housing and employment. The effects of transit trips on the other curves start to get noticeable around the 20 min mark (label 1 in the figure), the point from which it becomes possible to compare the inequality levels that result from taking different combinations of transit modes into account and the baseline scenario.

The inequality when taking municipal bus and BRT trips into consideration, at a cost of R$ 4.05, due to the widespread distribution of bus stops in the city, does not significantly vary from the baseline inequality up to the 50 min threshold (2). From this point onward the Palma Ratio slightly increases up until around the 70 min mark, when it begins to decrease at a faster pace than in the walking-only scenario (3), a sign that only when considering trips as long as at least one hour the poorer population reaps more benefits from these modes than those better-off. Including rail trips in the estimates, contrarily, results in lower inequality levels than in the baseline scenario all the way from the very low to the very high travel time thresholds. The R$ 4.70 threshold curve steeply declines up to the 50 min mark (4), when it starts descending at about the same rate as the walking-only curve. This pattern shows the importance of increasing the fare integration between the rail and other modes in the city, as the accessibility benefits from using this mode alone diminish over time for the poorest inhabitants. All curves from the R$ 5.00 threshold beyond retain a very similar shape, highlighting the effects of subway trips on inequality levels. Palma Ratio estimates ascend quickly at low travel time limits, but decrease from around the 30 min mark onward (5). This goes to show that even though the subway is spatially configured to serve some of the richest inhabitants of the city with short trips to centrally located places, it also benefits poorer individuals at a greater temporal horizon. Still, when compared to the baseline scenario these benefits only outweigh the improved conditions for the rich at around the 70 min mark (6).

In summary, these results reinforce the notion that the outcome of inequality assessments not only depends on the monetary threshold set, but on the interplay between monetary and temporal thresholds and, more generally, on the synergy between the spatial configuration of a transit network, the operational attributes of each mode and the fare policy that governs the prices paid by the users. Ultimately, these results emphasize that overlooked monetary constraints when estimating accessibility might lead to inequality levels detached from reality, as they ignore critical characteristics of the transit system. The findings also suggest that, in the specific case of Rio, focusing on improving the access to the rail and lowering the barriers that might prevent a transit user from riding it (specifically addressed here, the monetary cost) is a good path to future policies that seek to mitigate transport inequalities in the city.

6. Conclusion

This study investigated how and to what extent simultaneously incorporating travel time and monetary costs in an accessibility measure impacts the outcomes of transport inequality analyses. The findings show that the common practice of ignoring monetary constraints on accessibility estimates might lead to inequality levels significantly different than those found when taking monetary costs into account.

Not only these costs might exert significant influence over inequality estimates, but the actual interplay between distinct values of monetary and temporal thresholds may critically alter inequality analyses. Comprehending and interpreting the results of such analyses under different combinations of travel time and monetary costs limits requires paying extra attention to how some of the key features of the transit network in the study area (e.g. the spatial configuration of routes and stops, the operational characteristics of each mode and the fare policies that lay down the prices paid for each trip) may shape the accessibility conditions of different population groups.

From a policy point of view, the findings also suggest that in Rio’s case the rail is a vital mode to combat transport inequalities, and therefore should be prioritized in future transport policies and investments. Given the transit infrastructure that is currently in place in the city, the rail corridors extend the furthest into some of the city’s poorest neighborhoods and offer high operational speeds and capacity, allowing poor inhabitants to reach large employment hubs. The results show that changes in the fare policy alone could potentially increase the accessibility of many low-income individuals if they reduced or eliminated additional costs imposed by transfers to the rail corridors (e.g. by offering fare discounts on transfers between the municipal buses and the rail, which are currently unsubsidized). A fare integration policy of this kind could probably be cheaper than building new BRT or subway infrastructure, for example.

The analyses conducted in this paper show that conclusions and policy recommendations derived from transport inequality analyses can be affected in non-intuitive ways by the interplay between travel time and monetary costs constraints. The results presented here, however, cannot be easily generalized to other contexts, as they are largely a result of the complex interaction between the spatial organization, operational characteristics and fare policy of Rio’s transit systems and the spatial mismatch between jobs and residential locations in the city. Nevertheless, this study highlights the importance of taking local transit system’s characteristics into account when analyzing the effects of monetary costs on accessibility inequalities. Further research is necessary to understand how and to what extent different fare policies and combinations of temporal and monetary thresholds impact the result of transport inequality analyses conducted in different contexts.

It’s important to note that not addressing monetary costs explicitly (e.g. not setting a price limit for trips, for example) should not be seen as abstaining from taking the effects of monetary costs on accessibility estimates into account. Instead, it means conducting an accessibility analysis based on the unrealistic assumption that all individuals equally face no transport budget constraints. This assumption has been shown problematic in the case of Rio, in which inequality levels significantly vary between the no cost limit and some of the more cost-restrictive scenarios. Explicitly incorporating monetary restrictions into our accessibility measure resulted in a more accurate and correct diagnosis of transport-related inequalities in the city. This diagnostic would be incomplete, at best, and could be potentially misleading, at worst, had we only considered travel time restrictions. While we do believe that monetary costs play an important role in shaping the transport inequalities worldwide, further research is necessary to understand the extent to which not addressing such costs explicitly might skew the results of inequalities analyses and subsequent policy recommendations in different contexts.

This study looked at the plain monetary costs of transit trips, overlooking how affordable these services are to the population. Transit affordability is a central topic to transport justice that plays a very decisive role in the forging of accessibility and mobility conditions of poor individuals across the globe. While our results show that even plain costs can have a big impact on the outcome of inequality appraisals, taking affordability into account may very well increase the accessibility gap between the richest and the poorest even further, so future studies should aim to include this element in their estimates and analyses.

Another limitation of this study is that it only looks at the cumulative
opportunities measure. Although a good indicator that monetary costs might affect all types of accessibility estimates, due to the very nature of distinct spatially distributed transit services being offered at different prices and service levels, the thresholds-based analyses conducted here are hardly translatable to other widely used accessibility measures, such as competitive and potential measures. Further investigation is therefore required to understand how inequality assessments that make use of such measures may change as a result of incorporating monetary costs impedance.
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